Efficient exploration is necessary to achieve good sample efficiency for reinforcement learning in general. From small, tabular settings such as gridworlds to large, continuous and sparse reward settings such as robotic object manipulation tasks, exploration through adding an uncertainty bonus to the reward function has been shown to be effective when the uncertainty is able to accurately drive exploration towards promising states. However reward bonuses can still be inefficient since they are non-stationary, which means that we must wait for function approximators to catch up and converge again when uncertainties change. We propose the idea of directed exploration, that is learning a goal-conditioned policy where goals are simply other states, and using that to directly try to reach states with large uncertainty. The goal-conditioned policy is independent of uncertainty and is thus stationary. We show in our experiments how directed exploration is more efficient at exploration and more robust to how the uncertainty is computed than adding bonuses to rewards.
Introduction
Neural networks have been shown to be an effective function approximator for large, complex functions in many domains. In order to scale up reinforcement learning, function approximators are a key component, and recent work combining RL with deep learning has shown promising results; algorithms such as DQN, PPO, A3C have been shown to work in domains such as Atari games, and robot locomotion and manipulation [Mnih et al., 2013 , Mnih et al., 2016 . However, most approaches only use simple exploration strategies that add some simple randomness to the actions. DQN uses e-greedy, whereas PPO and A3C follow the policy gradient with policies that add some random noise to the actions. The lack of more sophisticated exploration has hindered progress in more complex domains with sparse rewards.
Recently, there has been work towards more sophisticated exploration strategies in deep RL. Noisy networks add e-greedy exploration in the parameter space rather than the action space have been shown to be better [Fortunato et al., 2017] . Bootstrapping and ensembles have been used to approximate posterior sampling for better exploration [Osband et al., 2016] . Currently, uncertainty-based methods have been shown to be the most effective and most promising to tackle hard exploation domains [Houthooft et al., 2016 , Ostrovski et al., 2017 , Tang et al., 2017 , Burda et al., 2018 . These uncertainty-based methods use a reward bonus approach, where they compute a measure of uncertainty and transform that into a bonus that is then added into the reward function. Unfortunately this reward bonus approach has some drawbacks. The main drawback is that reward bonuses may take many, many updates before they propagate and change agent behavior. This is due to two main factors: the first is that function approximation itself needs many updates before converging; the second is that the reward bonuses are non-stationary and change as the agent explores, meaning the function approximator needs to update and converge to a new set of values every time the uncertainties change. This makes it necessary to ensure that uncertainties do not change too quickly, in order to give enough time for the function approximation to catch up and propagate the older changes before needing to catch up to the newer changes. If the reward bonuses change too quickly, or are too noisy, then it becomes possible for the function approximator to prematurely stop propagation of older changes and start trying to match the newer changes, resulting in missed exploration opportunies or even converging to a suboptimal mixture of old and new uncertainties. Non-stationarity has already been a difficult problem for RL in learning a Q-value function, which the DQN algorithm is able to tackle by slowing down the propagation of changes through the use of a target network [Mnih et al., 2013] . These two factors together result in slow adaptation of reward bonuses and lead to less efficient exploration.
We propose the idea of directed exploration, an alternative approach for using uncertainty for exploration, which avoids the issue of non-stationarity altogether. The idea is that instead of transforming the uncertainty into a bonus that is added onto reward, we directly try to visit those states that have high uncertainty. We can learn a goal-conditioned policy π(s, g) that would enable us to try to reach any goal states we specify [Schaul et al., 2015 , Andrychowicz et al., 2017 . We would then repeatedly pick states that have high uncertainty and set them as goals and use the goal-conditioned policy π(s, g) to reach them. This results in an algorithm that is completely stationary, because the goal-conditioned policy is independent of the uncertainty. Also, because we can pick and commit to reaching goal states, we are much more robust to the case where uncertainty estimates are changing and noisy, which can negatively impact and slow down reward bonus approaches. We show in our experiments that directed exploration is more robust to noisy and inaccurate uncertainty measures, and is more efficient at exploration than the reward bonus approach.
This idea of directed exploration is closely related to the hierarchical reinforcement learning literature. It can be considered a particular instantiation of goal generation from higher level policies, and then trying to reach those goals through lower level policies. Prior work has focused on uniformly random or expert guided goal generation for learning sub task and task structure, but we look into uncertainty-based goal generation explicitly for better exploration [Held et al., 2018 , Nachum et al., 2018 . We also do not require learning a hierarhical policy, allowing our method to be more easily adapted to existing algorithms.
Background

Reinforcement Learning
A basic formulation of the reinforcement learning process is represented by a Markov decision process (MDP). An MDP is a tuple S, A, T, R, γ where S is a set of states of the environment, A is a set of actions, T is a transition model where T (s |s, a) is the probability of the environment transitioning to state s given current state s, and the algorithm taking action a. R(s, a) is the expected reward (bounded) received in state s upon taking action a, and γ is the discount factor. A policy π is a mapping from states to actions. The value V π (s) of a policy π is the expected sum of discounted rewards obtained by following π starting in state s:
The optimal policy π * for an MDP is the one with the highest value function, denoted V * (s). In reinforcement learning, the transition and reward models are unknown. A reinforcement learning algorithm attempts interacts with an MDP and tries to learn the optimal or near-optimal policy.
DQN
Deep Q-Networks (DQN) is a deep reinforcement learning algorithm that has been shown to successfully achieve superhuman performance in variety of domains, including multiple Atari games [Mnih et al., 2013] , and is suited to use with discrete action domains. It is a variation of Q-learning and is able to make use of off-policy data, i.e. data that came from following a different policy than the current greedy policy associated with the learned Q-network. This is important as when we are doing directed exploration, we will be following different policies to try to reach different goal states, which will be different from the current best policy.
DDPG
Deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) is an off-policy, deep reinforcement learning algorithm to use with continuous state and action spaces based on policy gradient [Lillicrap et al., 2015] .
UVFA
Universal value function approximators (UVFA) extends the idea of a value function to a goal conditioned value function V (s, g) that represents the value when trying to reach the goal g starting from state s [Schaul et al., 2015] . Given such a value function, we can then navigate to any goal g, in particular we can use this to facilitate directed exploration by picking goals g that are useful for exploration. DQN can be naturally extended to implement UVFA by adding the goal g as an additional input to learn the goal-conditioned Q-value function Q(s, a, g), and DDPG can be naturally extended to learn the goal-conditioned policy π(s, g). To unify both approaches, since we can extract out a policy from the Q-value function, we now will refer to both DQN and DDPG being able to learn a goal-conditioned policy π(s, g). With probability 0.5, act greedily w.r.t. to current optimal policy 9:
Otherwise, do directed exploration:
10:
while episode not ended do Compute uncertainty for each state in B using U and add to G
18:
Update A with B
19:
Update E with B using HER 20:
Update U with B 21: end for 2.5 HER Hindsight experience replay (HER) is a technique that can speed up the learning of an UVFA by making use of trajectories that fail to reach the goal [Andrychowicz et al., 2017] . Given a trajectory that tried and failed to reach g, instead we can pretend that we were actually trying to reach s , where s is a state that we actually visited during the trajectory. HER turns a negative example for a goal g into data for a positive example for a reached goal s .
Directed Exploration
Directed Exploration Outline
The general steps behind directed exploration is outlined in Algorithm 1. The main idea is to repeatedly try to visit the states with the largest uncertainty according to some uncertainty measure U , and then take one step of random action as exploration. We then rely on an off-policy RL algorithm to learn from these directed exploration trajectories. While this outline can be implemented exactly in the tabular setting, there are several additional considerations that must be made when we move to the function approximation setting.
Directed Exploration with Function Approximation
Algorithm 2 outlines how to do use directed exploration in the function approximation setting. Figure 1 shows the different components that make up the algorithm. 
Learning a Goal-conditioned Policy
The first challenge is to get a goal-conditioned policy π(s, g) to use for reaching goal states. We use an off-policy RL algorithm E to learn a UVFA/goal-conditioned policy (the green node in Figure 1 ) through the use of hindsight experience replay (HER), which is simultaenously being trained along with the existing off-policy RL algorithm A (the yellow node in Figure 1 ). Unfortunately, since we are now learning an approximation of π(s, g), this means that we may fail to reach our target goal state g, and so we introduce a timestep limit D. We only follow π(s, g) for up to D steps, after which we take one random action step. E is trained from the same common replay buffer as the existing algorithm A. In our experiments, we set D to be half or a quarter of the maximum episode length.
Tracking Uncertainty and Goal States
The next challenge is in picking the states with the largest uncertainty. We use a FIFO buffer which stores the states to be used as goal states, as well as their associated uncertainties (orange node in Figure 1 ). This buffer is also updated from minibatches sampled from the common replay buffer, where we use U to compute their uncertainties. For computational efficiency, we do not recompute the uncertainty for any states after they have been added to the buffer. This means that for older states, their associated uncertainty values will be stale; however this is not that detrimental since the consequence will be that there may be a slight delay to wait for older, more uncertain states to be pushed out of the buffer before newer, less uncertain states are picked. The staleness can be controlled by changing the maximum capacity of the buffer, N , though it is also important to keep the buffer large enough so that the uncertain states get many opportunities to be picked as goals. Due to function approximation, we may need to visit the same goal states over and over again to accumulate enough data to train, which is actually in line with keeping stale uncertainty values.
When picking goals from the goal buffer, we will sample uniformly at random from the top K most uncertain goal states. For simple domains where the uncertainty is accurate and not noisy, it is usually sufficient to use K = 1 or something very small, and thus always try to reach the most uncertain goal state. However for more complicated domains or much more noisy and inaccurate uncertainty estimates, setting K larger such as K = 100 results in much more robust behavior. Sampling uniformly from the top K rather than with probability proportional to their uncertainties allows the algorithm to explore a wider variety of goal states in case some of the uncertainty estimates are very inaccurate.
Computing Uncertainty
The uncertainty measure U (grey node in Figure 1 ) can be something simple, such as count-based bonuses in the tabular setting, or something complex like density models or bayesian models [Houthooft et al., 2016 , Ostrovski et al., 2017 .
In our experiments, we use a simple, learned, uncertainty measure, as we intend to show how directed exploration can take advantage and be more robust to uncertainty and reward bonus-based approaches. We train a network to predict the next state from the current state and action, and then use the prediction loss as the uncertainty. This is also trained from the same minibatches from the common replay buffer.
On-Policy Mixing
For each episode, we flip a coin to decide whether we will do directed exploration or just execute the current greedy policy from A. The reason we mix in on-policy execution in addition to the off-policy directed exploration samples is because function approximators work much better with on-policy data. Mixing in on-policy data allows for the function approximators to update values for states along the current greedy path and move it towards the optimal policy. The ratio of on-policy vs. directed exploration is a hyperparameter; however we found that 0.5 is a reasonable value to use in general and did not attempt further optimization. 
Robustness Example
Here, we describe a simple example in which directed exploration is much more robust to the uncertainty estimate than reward bonus approaches. Suppose there are two states s 1 , s 2 whose uncertainty estimates are close, but s 1 is always more uncertain than s 2 . Then, a reward bonus approach would converge to an exploration policy that always explores s 1 and ignores s 2 . However, with directed exploration, since both s 1 and s 2 have high uncertainty, they would both be sampled as goal states. Thus directed exploration would end up visiting both of these states.
If the uncertainty estimate is accurate, then it would not be a problem for reward bonus to focus solely on s 1 , because eventually after visiting s 1 , its uncertainty estimate would go down and drop below the uncertainty of s 2 . Then reward bonus would try to visit s 2 . However if the uncertainty estimate is not accurate, then it is possible that reward bonus would completely miss out on exploring s 2 , whereas directed exploration is robust to these small relative differences and will end up exploring both.
Tabular Experiment
We first examine the tabular setting where we can compute everything exactly, so we can implement Algorithm 1 directly. All algorithms are implemented exactly using a table of values and we run value iteration till convergence at every step and so there is no approximation error.
Here we use a small toy gridworld to illustrate the benefit of committing to reaching states instead of relying on e-greedy. This can come up in settings where a small mistake can be very costly, such as a teleport back to the beginning. The gridworld is a chain of 40 states, where the goal state is at the left end and the initial state is in the middle. Taking actions up or down always teleports you back to the middle, thus taking a random action in the process of reaching the goal can immediately send you back and lose all progress.
We compare 3 algorithms, MBIE [Strehl and Littman, 2008] , Q-learning+bonus (Q), and directed exploration (DE) (Figure 2 ). MBIE is a near-optimal model-based algorithm in the tabular setting, and is our best-case baseline after tuning confidence intervals. We use exact count-based reward bonuses as our uncertainty measure. Q-learning+bonus simulates Q-learning with infinite replay and count-based reward bonuses (the same bonuses used for MBIE), where we do not have access to a model and thus cannot learn anything about (s, a) pairs that have never been visited. In such a case, e-greedy exploration is necessary in order to discover new (s, a) pairs not visited yet. Figure 2 shows, unsurprisingly, that MBIE is the most efficient. Q-learning+bonus (Q) takes a long time to become consistent because there are many runs in which a random exploratory action results in a teleport back to the beginning. Thus trying to reach the goal state at the end of the chain becomes very inefficient. On the other hand, for directed exploration (DE), we only take a random exploratory action once we reach a desired goal state, meaning there is no chance to deviate and fail to reach the goal state due to randomness. This commitment to reaching goal states is another aspect in which directed exploration can be more efficient than reward bonus approaches. 
Function Approximation Experiment in a Small Domain
We now move into the function approximation setting by using DQN in the standard Mountain Car domain with discrete actions [Brockman et al., 2016] . We use the double DQN algorithm as the off-policy RL algorithm [Van Hasselt et al., 2016 to learn the UVFA with HER, and as the second, regular DQN. To compute the uncertainty of a state, we use the loss from a simple L2 regression task for predicting the next state from the current state and action.
We compare 4 algorithms: DQN, DQN+bonus, DQN+directed with sampling uniformly random goals, and DQN+directed picking the most uncertain goals. For DQN and DQN+bonus, as well as the second regular DQNs present in the directed exploration algorithms, we use e-greedy exploration with a fixed = 0.1. This is because even though DQN+bonus uses a reward bonus, it cannot assign reward bonuses to states that it has never seen before (bonuses are augmented to minibatches sampled from the replay buffer), and thus must still rely on some form of randomness to discover new states. Directed exploration does not need randomness when trying to reach goal states; instead it takes a step of random action after reaching a goal or reaching the timelimit D.
From Figure 4 , we see that directed exploration using uncertainty (red) is the fastest at learning. Directed exploration with random goals (green) comes in second. Regular DQN (blue) and DQN with reward bonus (orange) seem to tie and perform the worst. These results indicate that directed exploration by itself, even just using random goals and not using uncertainty, is already better at finding the sparse reward. But the best results come from using the uncertainty to drive directed exploration towards the most uncertain states. This shows that the uncertainty, based on prediction loss, is in fact informative and useful for exploration. Reward bonus does not seem to be able to take advantage of this uncertainty at all.
To gather more insight, Figures 5 shows how much of the state space (after discretization) has been visited at least once. We see a much clearer difference in terms of how the algorithms are exploring. Both versions of directed exploration are much more efficient at covering the state space, whereas reward bonus seems to not be able to explore more than regular DQN. But the uncertainty is clearly important, as directed exploration using uncertainty to pick goals is significantly faster at exploration than when picking goals randomly. These results directly correlate with the actual performance of these algorithms in Figure 4 .
The uncertainty based on prediction loss that we use is a very simple and natural approach that has been explored in prior works [Burda et al., 2018] . It is not a sophisticated, state-of-the-art measure of uncertainty, and thus is more noisy and less accurate. The reward bonus approach struggles and is not able to explore using this uncertainty. However, directed exploration is much more robust and is still able to take advantage of such a measure of uncertainty to explore extremely efficiently.
Experimental Details
Hyperparameters used for DQN were two hidden layers of size 64 with RELU activations. We used the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001, target network is updated every 1000 steps. Prioritized replay is used with α = 0.4, and β = 1.0. We used double DQN with a huber loss function. For the UVFA, we had a separate DQN with the same architecture, except we used a learning rate of 0.001 and the target is updated every 30 steps, and we used uniform replay. We found that the UVFA network could sustain a high learning rate and therefore converge much faster, unlike the regular DQN network which sometimes diverged with higher learning rates. For e-greedy, we used a fixed = 0.1.
For reward bonus, we found that normalizing the uncertainty using running exponential averages of minimum and maximums, and then scaling by the reciprocal of the square root of the number of timesteps helps stablize performance.
For directed exploration, we set K = 1, meaning we always pick the most uncertain state from the goal buffer. We set the maxmimum length of a directed exploration attempt, D = 50, which is a quarter of the maximum episode length. The goal buffer has a capacity of 10000. 
Function Approximation Experiment in a Large Domain
We implemented directed exploration in the FetchPush domain [Andrychowicz et al., 2017 , Plappert et al., 2018 (Figure 6 ). This domain consists of a robotic arm in the middle of a table. The objective is to push the box to a desired goal position (3 dimensional) on the table. The initial position of the box is random. In the original formulation, the goal position is known and also randomized every episode, which is done in order to perform multi-goal learning. We have modified the domain to a fixed but unknown goal position to turn it into an ordinary MDP environment. For directed exploration, we also use object positions as goal states to be consistent with the domain. We rely on DDPG as the off-policy RL algorithm since actions are continuous Plappert et al. [2018] . The uncertainty we use is the mean squared loss from predicting the next object position from the current state and action. Figure 7 compares the performance of regular DDPG (blue), DDPG with reward bonus (orange), DDPG with directed exploration but samples uniformly random goals from the goal buffer (green), and DDPG with directed exploration but samples the top 100 most uncertain goals from the goal buffer (red). The performance is measured by evaluating the learned policy on 10 new episodes and calculating the percentage that successfully reach the true fixed goal [Andrychowicz et al., 2017] .
We see from Figure 7 that directed exploration with sampling from the top 100 most uncertain goals (red) is able to learn the fastest compared to the others. Notably, it is more efficient than directed exploration with sampling random goals from the goal buffer (green). This indicates that the uncertainty we are using is actually meaningful, and driving exploration towards uncertain goals is more efficient than random goals. The reward bonus approach using the same uncertainty (orange) is still better than regular DDPG (blue), further confirming that the uncertainty is informative for exploration, but is not as efficient as directed exploration. Furthermore, for the reward bonus approach, we had to normalize the bonus by keeping a running minimum and maximum, and rescale it to decay as the reciprical of the number of timesteps in order to obtain the current performance; using the raw mean squared prediction loss simply results in identical performance to regular DDPG. On the other hand, for directed exploration, we used the raw losses and stored them in the goal buffer to use for sampling. These results show that directed exploration is able to much better take advantage and extract out meaningful information from the uncertainty estimate, making it much more robust than the reward bonus approach.
To develop more insight, we have also tracked how many different object positions have been explored in Figure 8 . We discretized the possible object positions and tracked what percentage of total positions have been visited at least once. The results show that directed exploration using the uncertainty (red) is able to explore more than directed exploration with random goals (green), which confirms the effectiveness of using unertainty to guide exploration. The reward bonus approach (orange) initially falls short of directed exploration with uncertainty, before slightly overtaking it in the middle, but eventually still falls short. This is because once the reward bonus approach has found the sparse reward, then it will gradually stop exploration and start exploitation. It seems that even though in the middle, reward bonus is able to match and slightly exceed the amount of exploration that directed exploration is able to achieve, it is slower to start, and thus slower at first encountering the sparse reward. It would seem that the non-stationary reward bonuses slow down convergence to the optimal policy, whereas directed exploration avoids non-stationarity and is able to converge faster.
Experimental Details
We use the DDPG and HER implementations from Plappert et al. [2018] , along with the same hyperparameters. Due to technical limitations, we did not run 19 parallel threads, but only 1. For directed exploration, we use two DDPG agents; one is goal-conditioned and is trained using HER; the second is regular unconditioned DDPG. The performance is evaluated solely using the second regular DDPG.
For predicting the next object position from the current state and action, we use a neural network that takes as input the current state and action, passes it through 2 hidden layers of with 256 units each and RELU activations, and a final linear output layer that predicts the next object position (3 dimensional). This is trained using Adam with a learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 256, in tandem with DDPG.
For reward bonus, we keep a running exponential average of the minimum and maximum uncertainty from this mean squared loss, and rescale the raw loss to be between 0 and 1, before dividing it by the square root of the number of minibatch updates so far to better emulate a count-based bonus. This turns out to be much more effective than using the raw mean squared loss directly.
For directed exploration, the goal buffer has capacity 50000. We set K = 100, meaning we sample uniformly from the top 100 most uncertain states in the goal buffer. We set the maxmimum length of a directed exploration attempt, D, to be 25, half of the episode length. When we use the goal-conditioned DDPG, we use the greedy policy and disable any action noise.
Discussion of Results
The tabular setting showed how committing to reaching goal states with high uncertainty was much more efficient than the combination of e-greedy and reward bonus. However, if e-greedy could be avoided, like using a model-based method such as MBIE, then it is possible to achieve more efficient exploration. But in the function approximation case, learning a good dynamics model is a big challenge, and the current most successful methods actually combine model-based and model-free, resulting in still using some form of randomization in the actions [Nagabandi et al., 2018] . Thus, commitment in directed exploration may still result in increased efficiency for exploration. However, commitment only has the largest impact if small mistakes are extremely costly, and this is not always the case for many domains. If small mistakes are not that bad, then commitment wil not result in a drastic increase in efficiency for exploration.
The function approximation experiments showed how directed exploration is more efficient at exploration, but more importantly, can take advantage of a simple uncertainty measure to explore even better. Before we discuss the uncertainty, we will first discuss directed exploration itself. The results on Mountain Car when sampling goal states at random do show that directed exploration itself is already faster at exploration. However the results on FetchPush show that sampling random goal states is not as good at exploration as reward bonus. This difference highlights one of the biggest challenges for directed exploration: learning the goal-conditioned policy π(s, g). In Mountain Car, due to the simplicity of the domain, we are able to learn π(s, g) very efficiently, and thus directed exploration is able to start exploring efficiently very early on. On FetchPush, it takes much longer (Figure 8) , and so directed exploration with random goals is not able to explore a lot until later on in training. We hypothesize that if we are able to train a π(s, g) faster, whether using a different architecture or improving the training process, then directed exploration may become much more efficient at exploration.
We will now discuss directed exploration with uncertainty. For both Mountain Car and FetchPush, using the uncertainty to sample goals greatly increased the efficiency of exploration over just using random goals. This indicates that the uncertainty we used is in fact informative about what parts of the state space we need to explore, even though our uncertainty is simply the prediction loss from predicting the dynamics. However when we compare performance to reward bonus, we see that in Mountain Car, reward bonus is not able to take advantage of the uncertainty at all. In FetchPush, the reward bonus is able to take some advantage of the uncertainty and improve performance, but not as much as directed exploration. Even though in FetchPush, the goal-conditioned policy π(s, g) is being learned quite slowly, it seems that trying to reach those goal states with high uncertainty makes a significant difference to exploration efficiency. These results show that directed exploration is robust to the uncertainty measure and can better take advantage to explore more than reward bonus. Reward bonus seems to be much slower to update and propagate the uncertainty.
There is an additional computation cost for directed exploration since we need to maintain two off-policy RL algorithms. But there could be ways to reduce the cost, such as potentially sharing parts of the network between the two algorithms. Alternatively, the two algorithms can easily be updated in parallel, taking advantage of multithreading to speed up computation.
Related Work
Recently, Uber introduced the Go-Explore algorithm 1 , which has achieved incredible results on two hard exploration Atari games: Montezuma's Revenge and Pitfall. One of the key components of their algorithm is to use directed exploration to revisit states that looked promising for further exploration. However their approach differs from ours as they are not learning a general goal-conditioned policy to figure out how to reach states, but they are replaying past trajectories due to being in a deterministic environment. Our approach is general and fully support stochastic environments. Furthermore their algorithm also has many other components put together and it is not clear the effect of directed exploration itself.
Directed exploration can be considered a particular instantiation of goal generation from higher level policies in hierarchical reinforcement learning. Prior work has focused on uniformly random or expert guided goal generation for learning sub task and task structure, but we look into uncertainty-based goal generation explicitly for better exploration [Held et al., 2018 , Nachum et al., 2018 . Another difference is that our directed exploration component is completely separated from the existing off-policy algorithm, and it only contributes samples to the common replay buffer. This allows our component to be more modular, and more easily added to existing off-policy algorithms.
